October 27, 2016 by James Madison University
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze
“I was sitting on a curb outside of Manor by the Exxon and a cop 
came up to me and he smelled alcohol on me and said, ‘Ma’am are you 
OK?’ and I said, ‘Yeah, I am waiting for my roommate to come get me,’” 
Casey*, a junior at JMU who spoke to The Breeze about her experience 
being arrested on the condition of anonymity, said. “He said, ‘Ma’am 
can you get up off the curb?’ then I got up and he saw me stumble a 
little bit and that was when he called in.”
Every year, countless JMU students like Casey are arrested and 
charged for incidents involving alcohol. Many students are unaware of 
what JMU’s and Harrisonburg’s alcohol policies really are.
JMU’s Office of Student Accountability and Restorative Practices 
deals with incidents involving students and alcohol. Over the 2015-2016 
academic year, OSARP dealt with 1,051 alcohol charges.
The student handbook cites seven ways students can violate the code 
of conduct. Individuals must be 21 to possess or consume alcohol; it 
cannot be sold or given to anyone underage or currently intoxicated; 
a student cannot falsely represent their age; public intoxication or 
open containers aren’t allowed in public places on campus; special 
permission must be given to have alcohol at events open to the general 
university; large containers of alcohol are prohibited on campus without 
specific permission; and misuse or abuse of alcohol, regardless of a 
student’s age, won’t be tolerated. 
“If you are just walking across campus with a beer in your hands, that’s 
a public space so you wouldn’t be able to do that,” Wendy Lushbaugh, 
OSARP’s interim director, said. 
On JMU’s campus, public spaces include residence hall study lounges, 
hallways, classrooms or areas surrounding buildings. This is why a 
“campus crawl” — when seniors get drunk and visit various campus 
locations while carrying alcohol — is against the Code of Conduct.
Opening champagne on the Quad for senior graduation 
pictures also technically breaks JMU’s laws regarding alcohol. 
see RIGHTS, page 3 
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze
The night before every home game, the JMU football team 
travels to Woodstock, Virginia, in order to help eliminate 
distractions and stay focused on the game ahead. While head 
coach Mike Houston assures that he isn’t worried about his 
players staying out of trouble, he and his coaching staff feel more 
comfortable knowing where each of their players are when a 
game is only hours away.
“There’s meetings at night; there’s meetings the next morning,” 
Houston said. “There’s no distractions, they have undisturbed 
rest and it prepares them to play at their highest level on game 
day.”
After their classes wrap up on Friday afternoon, the players 
pack their bags and board a bus for the 45-minute ride north to a 
hotel in Woodstock. Once they arrive, the Dukes hold meetings, 
practice run-throughs and eat dinner as a team. An early curfew 
is enforced to assure that players are getting the right amount 
of sleep.
The team has six home games during the regular season. 
According to Kevin Warner, assistant athletic director for 
communications, between transportation fees and hotel costs, 
each trip to Woodstock costs $6,250. That brings the yearly total 
to $37,500, with potential for even more once the playoffs begin. 
In order to pay for it all, the program uses private donations that 
were provided specifically for these retreats.
“The money to fund [the retreats] has to come from 
outside sources,” Jeff Bourne, JMU director of athletics, said. 
“It cannot come from money within the athletic program.”
see FOCUS, page 12
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Before taking the field at Bridgeforth Stadium, the JMU football team hits the road to eliminate unnecessary distractions and maintain focus.
Freshman Caroline Molloy wrote a soon-to-be published anti-bullying book called “Warrior.”
Know your rights
How is alcohol restricted on and off campus? 
JMU freshman is a full-time student, 
full-time model, part-time author
By TERESA CUMMINGS
The Breeze
Keep your eyes closed and feel the soft brushes dance on your skin. Hair is 
straightened and nails primed. You step into a gorgeous gown and strike a pose 
on the predawn beach, all while thinking about your next research paper. Flash. 
How many sources did you need? Click. MLA or APA? Meet Caroline Molloy. 
“I was a ballerina for 13 years and then I tore both of my hip flexors,” Molloy, a 
freshman justice studies major, said. “Basically ballet was over for me, which was 
devastating because I was set on trying to dance professionally. It was my main goal. 
After a year went by, I needed to find something that had to do with performing, 
because it was something I had done my whole life and what I wanted to do.”
 see MOLLOY, page 8
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Driving with an open container is illegal in the city of Harrisonburg, but is allowed in Rockingham County if the drinker is 21 and the driver is at least 18. 
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Across
1 Dench of “Philomena”
5 Alternative strategy
10 “Ladies First Since 1916” sneakers
14 Tourney format, briefly
15 Secretary Thomas Perez’s department
16 Chicken vindaloo go-with
17 Sister of Rachel
18 Jazz pianist Blake
19 Logician’s word
20 Sasquatch, for one
22 Rub the wrong away
24 Head covering
25 Walk of life
29 Home of the Oregon Ducks
32 Limited portions of
34 L.A. commuter org.
35 German coal region
37 New York Harbor’s __ Island
38 Large pears
41 Sing-along syllable
42 Colonial hero Silas
43 Home of the Imagination! pavilion
44 Cookout choice
46 Animation sheet
47 Extremely focused
49 Promising performers
52 Carpentry tool
53 “That’s so __!”
54 With 57-Across, negotiate ... and what 
needs to be done to make sense of this 
puzzle’s circles
57 See 54-Across
61 Poet Angelou
64 Dry up
66 Sing in the shower, say
67 Fivers
68 Bored with it all
69 Fingerprint feature
70 Skin condition
71 Sasquatch kin
72 Mid-month time
Down
1 Crystallize
2 Film beekeeper
3 Laptop screen meas.
4 “Anybody around?” response
5 Certain campus newbies
6 Renowned ‘70s-’80s batting coach Charley
7 French friar
8 Roulette bet
9 Chicken serving
10 Desk space
11 Whisperer’s target
12 Hammarskjöld of the UN
13 __-Caps: candy
21 One with a habit
23 Spotted
26 Wrap around
27 “This Is Spinal Tap” director
28 Motown flops
29 War zone journalists
30 Ideal setting
31 Lawn maintenance accessory
32 __ to go
33 Sleek horse
36 Abruzzi bell town
39 Payment required of known deadbeats
40 1943 penny metal
45 Grain cutters
48 Pay a call
50 Awe-ful sound?
51 Breakfast mix
55 Word with bake or fire
56 Logician’s “E”
58 Yummy
59 70-Across application
60 Boston __
61 Spoil
62 Esq. group
63 Assent
65 CBS series with a N.Y. spin-off
By Jeff Stillman 10/27/16 Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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Salsa Night @ The 
Artful Dodger 
Coffeehouse & 
Cocktail Lounge, 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m.
Haunted 
Harrisonburg 
Ghost Tours @ 212 
S Main St., 7:30-9 
p.m.
Farmer’s Market @ 
Turner Pavilion, 8 
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Costume Fun Bike 
& Run @ Wolfe 
Street Brewing 
Co., 4-6 p.m.
Trivia Night @ 
Wolfe Street 
Brewing Co., 6-8 
p.m.
Watercolor 
Society’s Annual 
Art Show @ VMRC’s 
Park Gables 
Facility, all day
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Use and abuse RIGHTS | 533 citations last year in the city
By T.J. GOUTERMAN and ALYSSA MILLER
The Breeze
For many students, the initial leap into drinking may seem harmless, even enticing. 
But for an increasing number of undergraduates each year, alcohol becomes a coping 
mechanism, allowing them to deal with the stress of everyday life.
“It definitely makes me a lot more outgoing,” Taylor*, a JMU student who spoke to The 
Breeze under the condition of anonymity, said. “It was once I kind of drank and lost all 
inhibitions for the first few times that I realized that I can talk to anyone and really not 
give a s---. If it wasn’t for my social drinking in the first place, I never would’ve come 
out of my shell.”
An article published by The New York Times in September examined the increasing 
influence of “blackout culture” on college campuses. Ashton Katherine Carrick, the 
author of the article, explained that many students she met considered excessive 
drinking, often to the point of not remembering the previous night’s events, as an 
acceptable way to release stress after a week of hard work. 
“Blacking out has become so normal that even if you don’t personally do it, you 
understand why others do,” Carrick, a senior at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, wrote. “It’s a mutually recognized method of stress relief. To treat it as 
anything else would be judgmental.” 
This phenomenon isn’t specific to JMU or UNC-Chapel Hill. According to the 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, “37.9 percent of college 
students ages 18-22 engaged in binge drinking (five or more drinks on an occasion) 
in the past month compared with 33.5 percent of persons of the same age.” In 2009, 
NIAAA reported 29 percent of college students satisfying this criteria. 
Although there are a number of reasons for this increase, many scientists agree 
that anxiety and stress might play a part in driving students to drink. And students 
today are more stressed than ever. 
Last spring, the National College Health Assessment reported 58.4 percent of 
students felt overwhelming anxiety at least once within the past 12 months, 
while 65 percent reported having “felt very sad” within the same time 
period. 
In addition, a 2013 survey by the JMU Counseling Center noted that 
12 of the top 20 student concerns were in relation to stress and anxiety. 
Combine the stress of classes with the easy access to alcohol and 
parties become the perfect way for students to blow off steam. 
“You think of a college lifestyle as your first time away from your 
parents,” Brooke Wetherell, the community resource officer for the 
Harrisonburg Police Department, said. “We see a lot of students 
that don’t even know what their limits are. When they go to these 
parties, and they drink some alcohol and they end up in the 
hospital, it’s because it’s their first time being able to do what they 
think has no repercussion.”
Luckily, Taylor, who was picked up by police on his way home 
from a party when he was close to blacking out, was dropped off 
at home without being charged or otherwise getting in trouble. 
But not all students are as fortunate. 
Riley*, who spoke to The Breeze about consuming alcohol 
underage on the condition of anonymity, first experienced 
excessive drinking at a party in high school. Someone at the party 
kept refilling her drink, and Riley was eventually carried home 
while vomiting. 
“When I woke up, I just remember seeing my mom after, and I 
was on the ground,” Riley said. “You could tell she was really scared 
… So now, whenever I go out, I think of that, and I also think of how 
scared I was the next day, not knowing what happened.”
Alcohol can also have a negative effect on academic performance. 
According to the National Council on Alcohol and Drug 
Dependence, “About 25 percent of college students report 
academic consequences of their drinking including missing class, 
falling behind, doing poorly on exams or papers, and receiving 
lower grades overall.” 
According to Wendy Lushbaugh, the interim director of the 
Office of Student Accountability and Restorative Practices, students 
can see a negative impact on their friendships as well. 
“I worry about fitting in [for students], and finding other ways 
to fit in with people other than drinking, if that’s your only source,” 
Lushbaugh said. “Socially, if someone is drinking at very high 
levels, it may actually hinder their relationships with their friends, 
with their family.”
And while some students may think drinking — even to excess — 
is harmless, that wasn’t the case for Alex*, a member of Alcoholics 
Anonymous who spoke to The Breeze under the condition of 
continued anonymity. Alex has been sober for 26 years. 
“For me, it is the desire, the obsession and compulsion, to drink,” 
Alex said. “It holds me in a state of bondage that I have to obey 
whatever the alcohol demands of me.”
When used irresponsibly, alcohol on and around campus can 
have consequences.
Collegedrinkingprevention.gov, a website in conjunction 
with the National Institutes of Health, reports that “1,825 college 
students between the ages of 18 and 24 die from alcohol-related 
unintentional injuries, including motor-vehicle crashes” every 
year. Additionally, 696,000 students of the same ages are assaulted 
“by another student who has been drinking.” 
The same website reports that around 20 percent of college 
students meet the criteria for being diagnosed with an alcohol 
use disorder such as alcoholism. 
see RISKS, page 11
from front
Alcohol regulations on JMU campus, in the city of Harrisonburg and in Rockingham 
County can all be applied differently and cause confusion for students. Some community 
members question what’s legal or tolerated at different locales. 
Sergeant Jason Kidd of the Harrisonburg Police Department provided information on 
some laws that students might not understand. 
Kidd believes most of the time people make themselves easy targets for citations and arrest 
with incidents involving alcohol.
From August 2015 to May 2016 there were a total of 533 alcohol-related citations in the city 
of Harrisonburg. Of these, 299 citations were public intoxication.
Between the months of August 2016 and September 2016 alone there were 340 alcohol 
related citations, 88 of which were public intoxication charges. 
“Usually the reason a person gets stopped or draws the attention of the police is they have 
done something to bring attention to themselves,” Kidd said. 
Some of the actions that can draw attention to students include throwing up, urinating 
in public, walking alone, fighting, dramatically falling and shouting.
Kidd also recommends that if students over the age of 21 are walking within student 
housing, they carry their closed containers or empty cups upside down. This helps signal 
to officers that they aren’t violating alcohol laws by carrying an open container. 
“It tells us that they are not intoxicated to the point where they are not thinking about the 
image that they are portraying and that tells us that they are being responsible,” Kidd said. 
However, Kidd emphasizes that a person shouldn’t do this with a beer can, as doing 
so can draw attention to the student unintentionally. 
“If a person is walking with a beer can, it is probably not a good idea — open, closed, 
anything — because most people don’t do that,” Kidd said. 
In Casey’s case, she was arrested because an officer saw her stumble and smelled 
alcohol on her. Casey said she was then put in handcuffs and taken to what JMU students 
have nicknamed “the drunk tank.”
“We refer to it as taking someone to jail for the night,” Kidd said. “Some places call 
it a detox facility.”
Kidd said that officers take someone to the drunk tank when the officer feels as 
though they’re a danger to themselves or others.
According to Kidd, the majority of people stopped for alcohol-related incidents 
only receive a citation, rather than spending the night in jail. They’re taken 
to the drunk tank when, “a person is intoxicated to the point where they 
are dangerously intoxicated, where they are throwing up, if they take a 
preliminary breath test and they register a high amount or whenever 
alcohol poisoning might be a risk.”
If someone is drunk to the point where they’re in danger of alcohol 
poisoning, Kidd says the jail may refuse to take them, instead sending 
them to the emergency room because there are no medical facilities 
at the jail. 
If someone is taken to the hospital first, without coming into contact 
with the HPD or JMU police, neither entity will likely know, nor will 
they likely become involved. 
Casey was charged with being drunk in public and underage 
possession after being held in the drunk tank for 13 hours. She pled 
guilty and received a first offender’s status. 
Although she paid for a lawyer, she believes it was a waste of money 
as she received the same punishment as students who didn’t request a 
lawyer. In addition, Casey was required by JMU to pay $50 and attend 
a BASICS program through OSARP. Classes like these aim to educate 
students and prevent them from making the same mistakes again. 
OSARP and HPD are intertwined. Lushbaugh says that OSARP 
follows a system that’s been in place for over 15 years. 
“What we do is we track anything that happens in the local 
community, the Harrisonburg community that is related to alcohol, 
drugs or felony charges,” Lushbaugh said. “They determine who is a 
student that is on that public record list.”
The OSARP office then waits until the incident is processed through 
the local courts. If the student is found guilty, or pleads guilty and 
receives a first offender’s status, then they’re brought into the office. 
If, however, the initial incident is reported by a JMU police officer 
to OSARP, the student is brought into the OSARP office and evaluated, 
regardless of whether the student is then taken to the city court or 
found guilty.
Casey feels that if a student is processed through the Harrisonburg 
City Judicial System, then they shouldn’t be assigned disciplinary 
action through JMU.
“Some people that get [drunk in public charges] don’t have to do 
community service or ASAP because their case was different, but I 
think that if you have to take an ASAP class and do community service, 
you are already doing so much,” Casey said.
Tucker*, a sophomore JMU student who spoke to The Breeze on 
the condition of anonymity, was found guilty of two drunk in public 
charges last year. He believes that court-required community services 
and classes in addition to OSARP classes and strikes help deter 
students from making the same mistake in the future. 
The Harrisonburg City Court required him to do 50 hours of 
community service for each charge. 
“In my opinion I didn’t learn much that I didn’t already know from 
the classes but I do feel that it is fair for JMU to take action when their 
students get in trouble with the law on top of what the city is already 
doing,” Tucker said. 
OSARP was unable to respond to this statement before this article 
was published despite multiple attempts to contact them. 
Kidd says that the No. 1 priority of HPD and OSARP is to keep 
students safe and help them learn from alcohol related incidents so 
that the community can be safer as a whole.
“It keeps most students on the right track and puts others back on 
the right track when need be,” Tucker said. 
*Name has been changed to protect the identity of the speaker
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Clinton surges in polls with 
likely young voter support
A recent poll conducted by Harvard University’s 
Institute of Politics shows Hillary Clinton is gaining 
support from likely young voters. The poll revealed 
Clinton is leading by 28 points against Donald 
Trump among this demographic.
This surge of support comes one month 
after millennials expressed a greater interest in 
supporting a third party candidate, as previously 
reported in a Washington Post poll. Last month 
Clinton was leading by two points among likely 
young voters.
The Harvard University poll also reports 37 
percent of Gary Johnson supporters are “likely” 
to change their minds and vote for a different 
candidate come November as young voters decide 
between voting for Clinton or Trump, or casting a 
protest vote against both candidates.
Clinton’s 28-point lead over Trump among young 
voters is greater than the 23-point lead President 
Barack Obama held over Mitt Romney in 2012.
According to the poll, Trump support remains 
unchanged since April. The poll also said that 
“likely voters trust Clinton more on [the] ‘millennial 
agenda.’” 
Man takes pickax to Trump’s 
star on Hollywood Walk of Fame
A man dressed as a construction worker 
and armed with a pickax and a sledge hammer 
smashed Donald Trump’s star on the Hollywood 
Walk of Fame early Wednesday morning.
Deadline Hollywood originally reported the 
news via witness Dominic Patten, a writer for 
Deadline who watched the incident happen 
before it was reported around 6 a.m. The man 
allegedly told Patten he “wanted to auction the 
star and raise money on behalf of the nearly 
dozen women who have accused Mr. Trump of 
sexual assault or sexual harassment,” according 
to The New York Times.
The suspect, identified as James Otis, said 
he’s prepared to face the consequences of his 
actions.
“I think I’ll have to handle the consequences of 
what I’ve done,” Otis said in a report by Deadline. 
“I will gladly pay the money if I have to and if I 
must go to jail, I will.”
Under California law, vandalism could result in 
over $10,000 in fines and up to three years in jail.
POLITICS IN BRIEF
Every week until the election, The Breeze will highlight an important story from both the Trump and 
Clinton campaigns. Absentee voters in Virginia can request a ballot in physical form or by email until 
5 p.m. on Nov. 1.
TRUMPCLINTON
Drinking to relieve stress can be dangerous for students
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Beyond the rails
Norfolk Southern Railway Corp. discusses safety around trains
By KELLY DAVIS
contributing writer
The Norfolk Southern Railway Corp., better known 
as “the train” to JMU students, affects thousands of 
morning commutes in the Harrisonburg area.
Each morning, as the train rolls through campus, 
cars and buses are held up behind the tracks. 
Pedestrians and bicyclists wait impatiently to cross 
the tracks and wonder when the train will pass. 
Frequently, students are late to class because they 
get stuck behind the train, and many people have 
to plan their travel time in the morning around its 
schedule.
“It holds you up on your way to class and you 
always have to wait for it to pass,” Taylor Koedel, a 
junior geology major, said. 
The train that passes through JMU’s campus 
carries things like clothes, food and industrial 
supplies. These items are being transported long-
haul and could be going to any one of the 22 states 
in the U.S. that Norfolk Southern delivers to. 
Despite the importance of the train’s travels 
through the Harrisonburg community, there are 
safety issues that they bring as well.
Students have been involved in accidents when 
they didn’t take the dangers of the train seriously. On 
several occasions, accidents have come about due 
to students trying to beat the train so they can get to 
class or work on time. Despite the fact that the train’s 
only going 10 mph through campus, it takes at least 
a mile to stop once the engineer notices a problem 
and initiates the brakes.
“I actually get really nervous whenever I walk 
near the train tracks, especially at night,” Caroline 
Peranich, a sophomore international affairs major 
see TRAIN, page 11
SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE
Some JMU students walk along the train tracks on campus as a shortcut to get across. However, it’s illegal to 
do this because of the dangers it poses to pedestrians. A train going 10 mph can take up to a mile to stop.
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Government is  power; 
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D E C E M B E R  2 ,  18 2 9
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C O N V E N T I O N
“Celebrating the Electoral Process” 
THE EVENT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC  
Wednesday, November 2nd, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL HALL
www.jmu.edu/president/mvs/
Josh Zive vs. Daveed Gartenstein-Ross, Zive is senior counsel with 
Bracewell Law and Gartenstein-Ross is Senior Fellow with the Foundation for the 
Defense of Democracies.  They will be debating current issues related to this year’s 
election cycle, ifocusing on national security topics such as immigration and cyber 
security.  The debaters will serve as an example for how we can having meaningful 
dissent and disagreement, yet still model civility and civil discourse.  The debate 
will be moderated by Dr. Cynthia Bauerle, Dean of the College of Science and Math.
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through 
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest 
columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and 
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student 
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence 
if author is not a JMU student.
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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A “you’re-actually-
completely-wrong” dart to 
the person complaining about 
bicycles on sidewalks from last 
week’s Breeze.
From someone who knows 
it’s actually legal to ride your 
bicycle on sidewalks, and does 
so frequently to avoid getting hit 
by a car.
An “I-feel-you” pat to the 
lonely senior for delivering 
candid darts and pats weekly.
From an equally lonely junior.
A “here’s-a-hug” pat for 
the hospitality shown to the 
parents, fans and students 
at the high school football 
jamboree.
From someone who’s sure 
there will be future Dukes due to 
the welcome received.
A “thanks-for-helping-
out” pat to Officer Conley 
when he unlocked my car so 
I could retrieve my keys that 
“somehow” got locked inside.
From a grateful JMU staff 
member.
A “double” dart to the reckless 
drivers in Warsaw and Parking 
Services for not providing 
enough parking in the first 
place.
From a senior who doesn’t 
want to get in an accident on the 
way to class.
An “are-you-serious?” dart 
to SSC for not putting hot sauce 
on its buffalo chicken pizza.
From a lonely senior who’s 
just looking for a little spice in 
his life.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
The poetic divide
We shouldn’t be surprised 
if the next American to win 
the Nobel Prize in Literature 
is Stevie Wonder. Several 
such possibilities have 
been raised after the Nobel 
Committee blurred the lines 
between mainstream music 
and traditional poetry with 
the announcement of Bob 
Dylan’s feat on the Nobel 
Prize in Literature.
It’s a common human tendency to segregate. 
Stepping out of boundaries often puts things 
out of order. So, when the Nobel Committee 
redefined the boundaries of literature by putting 
songwriting on par with prose and poetry, it 
caused a stir among the writer community. 
Two strongly opinionated groups have formed: 
that which thinks the committee’s decision 
was misguided and politically motivated, 
and that  which 
believes songs are 
just poetry put to 
music.
I think there’s 
m o r e  t o  t h i s 
controversy than 
meets the eye. The 
Nobel Committee 
has often been accused of pulling diversity 
shticks and taking stances on contemporary 
global issues through its selection of winners. 
It could be a coincidence that 23 years ago, 
the last American to win the title was Toni 
Morrison, an African-American female 
author, who enlightened the world with her 
extraordinary works of literature. It could also be 
a coincidence that Bob Dylan is being awarded 
the prize during such “populist” times when the 
world witnessed strong reluctance of people to 
neo-aristocracies, such as “Brexit,” and to U.S. 
presidential candidates who have a wealthier 
upper hand in the elections. 
However, Dylan isn’t a mere prop for any 
political shtick. His music became anthems 
for the American civil rights and antiwar 
movements. He resurrected American folk 
music and his lyrical compositions were far 
superior from any hip-hop artist who hopes of 
potentially winning the Nobel Prize someday. 
But does that put him in the line with literary 
icons and poets like Rita Dove and Charles 
Bukowski, whose impactful writings have 
changed the ways we use language? What draws 
the line between a musician and a poet?
Pulitzer Prize finalist and JMU professor 
Laurie Kutchins thinks that a great poet and a 
lyricist are interchangeable terms, to the extent 
that both can survive with or without music or 
the intention to sing.
“Songs get away with fame and ease of 
consumption but poetry won’t cut it,” Kutchins 
said on Dylan’s victory. “Dylan’s selection was 
a little odd.”
I also believe that songs are poetry put to 
music, and Dylan’s lyrics do enter the literary 
realm, but the real magic of the lyrics comes to 
fruition only with its musical accompaniments 
and Dylan’s exceptional voice. When extricated 
from these components and read alone on 
a page, not many of Dylan’s lyrics are great 
literature.
I sympathize with the 
literary icons who are living 
in a state of confusion 
ever since the Nobel Prize 
c o m m i t t e e  p i t t e d  t h e 
written word of prose and 
poetry against songs, which 
are widely consumed on a 
global level. And if they’re interchangeable and 
Dylan won the Nobel Prize solely on his lyrical 
prowess, then could Toni Morrison be up for a 
Grammy for her lyrics in poetry such as “Honey 
and Rue,” “Sweet Talk” and “woman.life.song”?
I think Dylan’s silence after winning the 
award is stemming from the same dilemma 
and perplexity that’s been tugging at our 
conscience since the announcement of his 
winning. However, where does that leave those 
who’ve been looking forward to the winner or 
the writers who are truly worthy of the award?
Dylan is already a household name, and his 
rebuttal wouldn’t dent his career or reputation, 
but it would leave the fate of several acclaimed 
and deserving literary heroes hanging on a 
string.
Rishmita Aich is a junior media arts and 
design major. Contact Rishmita at aichrx@
dukes.jmu.edu.
Beyond the known
Space exploration is more critical than we think
Modern humans first appeared 
in the fossil record about 200,000 
years ago in Africa. Given that our 
planet is about 4.5 billion years 
old and the universe is estimated 
to be around 15 billion years old, 
our existence relative to the cosmic 
timeline is unbelievably minute.
The reality is that we don’t 
know what lies beyond our cosmic 
horizon, and there’s no way to 
measure the potential economic benefit of discovery. 
Yet there’s an inherent yearning in the human spirit, a 
yearning for adventure. This facet of the human psyche 
has fueled some of the greatest discoveries in history 
and advanced civilizations into new worlds, worlds that 
completely surpassed imagination. This imagination 
and desire for exploration has taken us from the caves 
to the stars and back; on that 
journey, we’ve learned about 
the world, the planets and 
the vast cosmos around us. 
But more importantly, we’ve 
learned about ourselves.
A c c o r d i n g  t o  C a r l 
Sagan, if the history of the 
universe was scaled down 
to a calendar year, recorded 
human history would make 
up the last few seconds on 
the eve of December 31. In our brief existence here on 
Earth, we’ve achieved astounding scientific discoveries 
and gone to unimaginable places. Arguably the most 
vital advancement was in 1969 when Neil Armstrong 
stepped off the Apollo 11 and onto the surface of the 
moon.
Despite the rapid innovation and progress of flight 
and space exploration, our society and government 
have recently begun to lose sight of the need for the 
latter. This loss in enthusiasm is directly reflected in 
funding allocated to space-related science. In 1966, 
NASA’s funding made up about 4.41 percent of U.S. 
spending. Today that number has plummeted to a 
mere 0.47 percent. In 2015, the government specifically 
cut NASA’s Earth Science budget by over $250 million, 
a move that NASA administrator Charles Boden said 
“would seriously reduce our Earth Science program 
and threaten to set back generations worth of progress 
in better understanding our changing climate, and 
our ability to prepare for and respond to earthquakes, 
droughts and storm events.”
For many politicians and policy makers, space 
exploration is viewed as insignificant, especially when 
considered alongside issues such as global terrorism, 
world hunger and a volatile international economy. 
It’s completely reasonable to argue that we don’t need 
to allocate funds toward space programs when there 
are many more pressing issues right here on Earth. 
Those who oppose the funding of space exploration 
tend to argue that money spent on NASA could be 
better utilized to stimulate the economy or fund local 
infrastructure. But opponents may be surprised to 
discover that according to Star Talk Radio, for every 
$1 invested in NASA funding, $3.60 is returned to the 
U.S. economy.
Space exploration also drives the economy in 
another important way: innovation. Every year, NASA’s 
engineering creates machines and technologies that 
are ultimately repurposed for commercial use. This 
list of commercial advances 
includes  memor y foam, 
magnetic resonance imaging, 
smoke detection and thermal 
heat blankets.
N A S A’s  t e c h n o l o g i c a l 
i n n o v a t i o n s  h a v e  a l s o 
contributed greatly to solving 
issues in developing countries. 
Recently NASA repurposed 
its solar powered refrigerator 
to serve as a safe food storage 
and lifesaving vaccine container for impoverished 
regions that lack electricity.
A more unquantifiable reason argued by proponents 
of space exploration is its profound impact on 
education. The larger and more successful the space 
program becomes, the more likely it is that children 
will find interest in scientific disciplines.
This effect would hopefully further the development 
of American Science Technology Engineering and 
Math programs and lead to a more competitive 
education system. Given its current subpar STEM 
ranking, this increase in interest is greatly necessary 
to the country.
We must continue exploring, not only because it’s 
vital for our physical existence, but also because it’s 
vital to quench our thirst for adventure and our craving 
for knowledge. We’ll never truly know what lies beyond 
our boundaries until we go there.
Spencer Munson is a senior management major. 
Contact Spencer at munsonsc@dukes.jmu.edu.
RISHMITA AICH |  pride and prejudice SPENCER MUNSON |  organized ramblings
What draws the line between 
a musician and a poet?
The reality is that we don’t 
know what lies beyond our 
cosmic horizon, and there’s no 
way to measure the potential 
economic benefit of discovery.
ARMIN HARACIC |  armchair anecdotes
Trump resembles Serbian war criminals
When Vice President Joe Biden came to visit 
Belgrade, Serbia, to encourage Kosovo and Serbia 
to normalize relations, he was met with chants 
of “Vote for Trump!” by Serbian Radical Party 
protesters wearing pictures of the presidential 
candidate.
Vojislav Seselj, leader of the protesters said in 
The Washington Post that his ultra-nationalists 
support Donald Trump because he’s an “alternative 
to globalization” who will destroy “old centers 
of power.” Seselj was the former deputy prime 
minister of Serbia and was accused and later acquitted by the UN of 
perpetuating ethnic violence during the Balkan Wars.
Yet Seselj’s reasoning for support is not a far cry from Trump’s own 
rhetoric. Trump once said, “We will no longer surrender this country 
or its people to the false song of globalism.” His most recent campaign 
slogan is “drain the swamp,” which refers to his desire to cleanse 
Congress of corruption. The SRP’s view of Trump as a kindred spirit 
is deeply disturbing to me considering the party represents vestiges of 
a nationalistic movement that sought to completely wipe out Bosnian 
Muslims, my technical ethnicity.
As someone who was born during the Balkan Wars with family that 
has had to continually deal with that trauma, I needed to understand 
why Seselj was so attracted to Trump and why that was so disconcerting 
to me as a former refugee of war. First, we need to classify that Trump’s 
nationalistic rhetoric with his particular focus on security and anti-
globalism falls right in line with authoritarianism.
In a Vox article, University of Massachusetts Amherst Ph.D. student 
Matthew MacWilliams said “authoritarianism” is a psychological profile 
of voters with a desire for order and a fear of outsiders. In a poll of likely 
voters, MacWilliams found that characteristics of authoritarianism 
correlated support for Trump more reliably than any other factor.
This is because for many, Trump represents a strongman leader 
who’ll safeguard a status quo and impose order on a chaotic world. 
This narrative has gained momentum in Europe as embodied through 
the recent Brexit vote for Britain to leave the EU, as well as right-wing 
nationalists gaining control of the Hungarian government; all justified 
as bids to preserve “national identity.”
Such authoritarian beliefs fell right in line with Seselj’s actions during 
the Balkan wars due to his desire for a “greater Serbia” via the protection 
of Serbian life in a chaotic Yugoslavia. Like Trump, Serbian nationalists 
sought power by trying to convince the Serbian people that their way 
of life was under attack by outside and elitist forces.
The Serbs instigated their military campaign for a greater Serbia 
believing that they were in fact pre-empting their own victimization 
by Croatians and Bosnians. Radovan Karadzic, the President of Bosnia’s 
Republic of Serbia, used jingoistic rhetoric to incite Bosnian-Serbs into 
to taking up arms against Bosnia, claiming that violence was the only 
way to protect their identity from destruction. Karadzic was sentenced 
to 40 years in prison by the same U.N. tribunal who had acquitted Seselj 
for his role in ethnic cleansing campaigns, the siege of Sarajevo, and 
the killings of 8,000 Muslim men and boys in Srebrenica.
In keeping with Trump’s authoritarian ideology, there are quite a 
few similarities between his ideas and those of Serbian demagogues. 
One example is the way both emphasize foreign threats to the national 
identity. Trump stated that illegal immigrants’ “attacks on our police 
and the terrorism in our cities threaten our very way of life.” Karadzic 
said that his party will prevent Bosnians from “committing violence on 
the Serbian people.”
Trump wishes to promote “pride and patriotism” in schools “teaching 
respect for the U.S. flag.” Serbian President and war criminal Slobodan 
Milosevic stated, “The loss of national identity is the greatest defeat a 
nation can know.”
Trump and Serbian nationalists both correlate securing their nations 
from foreign evils with accentuating the need to more strongly infuse a 
national identity or “mandating patriotism.”
And as with Serbian nationalists, Trump’s authoritarian rhetoric 
is taking hold on intended demographics, because as Politico points 
out, Trump has had more white nationalist support than any other U.S. 
candidate in modern history.
He may not be a war criminal, but Trump certainly conveys the ideas 
of one. Like Karadzic and Milosevic, Trump exploits his supporters’ 
fears of change and outsiders by promising a return to national glory. 
When Trump tweets, “I am your voice” and “We will make America 
great again!” I can’t help but think of Karadzic when he said that his 
party doesn’t “create the will of the Serbian people. It interprets it.”
History has shown us that authoritarians who mandate patriotism 
and use ethnic scapegoats for society’s problems almost always end 
up making the world worse. I hope people understand that when they 
vote on November 8.
Armin Haracic is a senior political science major. Contact Armin 
at haraciax@dukes.jmu.edu.
He may not be a war criminal, but Trump 
certainly conveys the ideas of one.
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BENJAMIN WOLFIN |  midnight on the porch
America, it’s not time to lose our faith in 
democracy. It’s troubling that our society is scared 
and starting to look more like the movie “The Day 
After Tomorrow.” No, Earth won’t freeze over like in 
the movie, but people are considering leaving our 
borders. There are people who don’t want to live in 
this country if Hillary Clinton becomes president, 
and those who want to flee if Donald Trump does.
I’m staying right here. I have faith in this country 
and the democratic system. 
Recently, democracy has been dragged through 
the dirt as the presidential election continues, with each side exposing 
the other for its issues and lies. Recent comments by Trump state that 
if he wins, he’s going to get his attorney general to try and put Clinton 
in prison. Comments by Clinton also say Trump choked like a dog 
when talking to the Mexican president. 
These comments on each side have sparked millions of millennials 
to abandon democracy. In an article written in Bloomberg titled 
“Democracy Turns Off Millennials. It Doesn’t Have To.” author Leonid 
Bershidsky uses the World Values Survey to show how millennial 
support has decreased threefold.
The study questions how many Americans find it essential to live in a 
country that’s governed democratically. It was conducted by principal 
investigator for the World Values Survey, Roberto Stefan Foa, and 
Harvard political scientist Yascha Mounk. The study found that people 
born in 1980 and beyond find that democracy is less necessary than 
older generations found it to be. The study continues by stating that 
in 1996, one in 16 Americans thought it would be good if the military 
ran the country. By 2014, this same idea attracted one in six Americans. 
People are losing faith in politicians. Many Americans want a leader 
who’ll ignore the rulings of Congress and the Senate. People want a 
leader who’s strong and an expert in fields other than politics — a 
leader who can relate to the public. But this isn’t how a leader should 
be elected.
Society doesn’t need to be so drastic and change the rules of politics 
completely. All that’s needed to revive democracy is for people to see 
that heads of society are willing to go out and fix the issue themselves. 
This means leaving their office to go educate people of different 
communities. Yes, elected officials may wield much more power with 
a pen in their hand, but I believe this country needs leaders at every 
level who are willing to go out and help communities in need.
Leaders we elect aren’t put in that position to sit around, they’re 
put there to make a difference. Our officials must be willing to accept 
the needs of each community as being different and to set up systems 
where problems are addressed with volunteers and lower-level 
community officials’ help. I’m not suggesting the people we elect 
leave policy-making decisions to other people, but to go out and make 
policies relatable for different towns and neighborhoods.
That’s how change occurs, and that’s how I keep my faith in 
democracy.
Benjamin Wolfin is a junior writing, rhetoric and technical 
communication major. Contact Benjamin at wolfinbj@dukes.jmu.edu.
I’m staying right here. I have faith in this 
country and the democratic system.
Keeping the faith in democracy
Read about 
Drake and 
Kid Cudi’s 
feud online at 
breezejmu.org/
offthebeat.
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By CARRIE DOMENIC
The Breeze
“Don’t dream it, be it” is perhaps the most iconic quote from “The Rocky Horror Picture Show.” Sarah 
Prevost has these famous words, along with the trademark “Rocky Horror” lips, tattooed on her leg to 
show her love for the film. 
“Rocky is something that a lot of people are sort of afraid of because of how big and how much of a 
spectacle it is,” Prevost, a junior media arts and design and communication studies double major, said. 
“But I think the most important thing for people coming to see the show to know is that the audience, 
you are the most important thing.” 
 Prevost channeled her interest in the movie into bringing Harrisonburg’s first shadowcast to Court 
Square Theater this past March, which will be performed again from Oct. 29-31.
Prevost initially became a fan when she first saw the movie at 14. Her love for the film only grew after 
coming to JMU. 
“There are a lot of people who can relate to the characters,” Prevost said. “I feel like for its time it was 
very revolutionary. I feel like a lot of people were unaware of different gender identities and sexualities 
and stuff. It wasn’t in the main culture and for people who felt that way; I think it was a big deal for them.” 
Sam Williams, who plays the titular character, Rocky, is especially excited about these elements of the 
show. 
“I think one of the best things about the show is like how openly sexual it is,” Williams, a freshman who 
hasn’t declared a major, said. “I’ve never been in a show like this and doing this is a really good experience.” 
For each character that appears in the movie, a cast of all JMU students in full costume will dance and 
act along with whatever happens onscreen. Shadowcasts are just one of the many ways in which fans are 
able to participate in “Rocky Horror.” Audience’s costumes, yelling back at the movie and props are all 
common while watching the film in theaters. 
“You don’t necessarily have to know all the calls and show up in costume and have done this a hundred 
thousand times,” Prevost said. “There are a lot of people going to be there like that, but as long as you are 
excited and are just willing to go along with whatever happens and want to have fun with it, that’s all you 
have to do.” 
Luckily, when Prevost contacted Court Square Theater about a shadowcast, they were more than 
ready to help. During their first performance in March, the theater asked customers to round up from the 
original price of $9.50 to $10; the extra 50 cents is donated to help cover the students’ costs of putting on 
a shadowcast. They also sell prop bags to ensure audience participation is high.
“They have other shows that are going on so you know they have those constraints, but I mean, they’re 
very generous with their space and they don’t mind cleaning up a lot of the stuff for us,” Prevost said. “So 
they’re just kind of happy to have us there. It’s a very symbiotic relationship.” 
There are multiple casts performing at Court Square. In one, Prevost plays one of the leads, Janet Weiss, 
and directs in another. Her passion is made apparent through her commitment to her cast. 
“She’s a really big fan of the show and her energy shows,” Tabitha Sawyer, a sophomore writing, rhetoric 
and technical communication and English double major, who’s featured in the production, said. “Working 
with somebody who’s that energetic and that passionate about it is a really good time.” 
In addition to having rehearsals everyday, Prevost has a full schedule between her double major and 
theatre minor. 
“It does take up a lot of time, but to me it’s worth it,” Prevost said. “It’s something that I’m very passionate 
about and I know for a lot of people this means a lot to them to be a part of it or to see it happening.”
Because the cast is completely student-run, there’s plenty of freedom for actors to develop their 
characters as they choose. 
“I love seeing what other people have to offer,” Prevost said. “You know everyone has a different take, 
even on the same character, so this semester the fact that we have multiple people playing the same 
characters, like, it’s very interesting to see what different people choose to do with that.”
CONTACT Carrie Domenic at domenick@dukes.jmu.edu.
Casting her shadow 
Student director of  ‘Rocky Horror’ shadowcast motivated by passion 
By YASMINE MAGGIO
The Breeze
Venturing on an unbeaten path, Garrett Martin isn’t camera-shy when it comes to adventure — like 
being the first to create a thru-hike documentary chronicling a trail in Patagonia, most of which is 
undiscovered. 
Martin, a fifth-year management major, started his production company, VentureLife Films, to create 
short and feature-length documentaries. The films center around travel and adventure that promote a 
healthy environment and connected community. His next expedition will have him hiking the Greater 
Patagonian Trail in Chile from end-to-end, also known as a thru-hike, with a four-person crew that hails 
from different corners of the world. 
“I just finished hitchhiking across Canada and made a documentary about it,” Martin said. “I got back 
and was thinking of different ideas to pursue as far as another documentary. I was looking up random 
trips and adventures, and I came across a top 10 hikes list.” 
Not owned by the government, the trail is being created by passionate German hiker Jan Dudeck. 
Since 2013, Dudeck and his girlfriend have been hiking this trail and forming longitude and latitude 
coordinates that can be inputted into a GPS system. As of now, it’s become the longest continual trail in 
South America at about 2,200 kilometers.
“It’s going to be around four months to do the 18 sections, but it’s potentially going to keep going with 
nine more sections,” Martin said. “Our mission for this film is to document this region like it’s never 
been seen before.”
Through VentureLife’s second production, Martin hopes to raise awareness for conservation of the 
Greater Patagonian area and the wildlife that call it home. The Patagonia region is currently subject to 
many threats such as desertification, overgrazing and outside industries looking to exploit the land. Martin 
plans to donate a significant portion of the film’s proceeds to Conservacion Patagonica, an organization 
that works to protect and restore the region’s environment and wildlife. 
“Our expedition will conclude at Patagonia National Park,” Martin said. “This national park is almost 
done and we are hoping we can raise enough money to help complete it and help make it one of the 
icons of South America.”
Martin’s one-man production business leaves him facing the many challenges of tackling multiple jobs.
“For the last film, I was the producer, director, cinematographer, editor, pretty much everything,” 
Martin said. “It’s the difficulties of having your own startup company — you basically have to fill all the 
roles. The group of people I got together is awesome and we’re really good friends, but at the same time, 
they’re technically working for me, so I have to manage them.”
With intentions of gathering a diverse crew, Martin brought on Robert Caruana, a hiker whom he met 
in Canada while filming his last documentary. Caruana recruited a friend from Germany, Aljoscha Adam, 
who had another friend in mind. As small of a world as it is, it turned out that the fourth crew member, 
Robyn Mclellan, had briefly met Martin in Canada as well. 
While each member of the crew brings a different experience to the group, the passion for this project 
seems to be shared equally among them. 
“As soon as I heard about the project, I was crazy about it,” Adam said. “It combines every aspect of 
my life that I am passionate about, with the purpose to not just create a film, but also raise awareness 
about preserving the beautiful nature of Patagonia.”
Not only is the trip an opportunity for Martin and his fellow travelers, but it has the potential to have 
a more global impact. Although Martin’s production company is just starting up, this documentary has 
the ability to shed light on an unknown wonder of the world. 
“We have such a rare opportunity here to share the story of how one of the most beautiful, varied and 
culturally unique parts of the world came to be,” Caruana said. “We get to join this worldwide effort to 
protect this area from damaging industrial and commercial development. Opportunities to document a 
story like this and give a voice to issues that desperately need one don’t come along every day.”
Through discovering his passion for travel, adventure and film, Martin has also discovered a career 
path he hopes to follow. With only a few more months left of college, his excitement for what lies ahead 
sometimes overpowers his focus on school.
Balance is key for Martin when running a production company in college. However, he frequently 
finds himself steering most of his attention toward VentureLife.
“It’s fairly difficult to concentrate on school when you have this much bigger thing happening right 
now,” Martin said. “I  definitely  want  to  do  a  lot  of   charity work with my company and I want this to 
be my career, for sure.”
CONTACT Yasmine Maggio at maggioym@dukes.jmu.edu.
The cast of ‘Rocky Horror’ is all JMU students. Each acts out a part while the movie plays in the background.
Venturing 
into the wild
Filmmaker to go where no camera has gone before
A fifth-year management major named Garrett Martin created VentureLife Films, a documentary production company that aims to film expeditions through the natural world, such as Patagonia, to promote a healthy environment. 
COURTESY OF JAN DUDECK
ALEXIS MILLER / THE BREEZE
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By KEVIN PAINTER
contributing writer
Welcome to Under the Radar, a new series where I point out three albums that deserve more 
attention every few weeks. Out of all the records produced recently, these are my three standout picks.
Helado Negro, “Private Energy,” released Oct. 7  
Roberto Carlos Lange, better known by his stage name Helado Negro, is an electro-pop musician hailing 
from South Florida. He’s currently signed to Asthmatic Kitty, the label owned by indie icon Sufjan Stevens.
Helado Negro was born into a family of Ecuadorian immigrants, which plays a vital role in the music he 
creates. Influences from his upbringing can be heard in both the lyrics and instrumentals of each song. 
He combines Spanish and English lyrics throughout the album, signifying pride in both his Ecuadorian 
and American roots.
The first song on the album, “Calienta,”  immediately transports the listener to the equatorial paradise 
of his parent’s home country. The lush opening synthesizers along with the delicate guitar melodies later 
in the song make you feel as if you’re on an uninhabited tropical island, slowly drifting into a peaceful 
sleep. The formless, velvety synths in the background brush the listener like a cool breeze on a warm day.
The tranquil feeling set by the opening track continues throughout the entire album, with the exception 
of a couple more assertive, groovy tracks like “Lengua Larga.” Regardless, the album flows impressively 
well, with each song melting into the other, creating a single cohesive piece that effortlessly hypnotizes 
its audience. 
Pride in diversity and the color of one’s skin plays a major role in “Private Energy.” Many of these 
songs were constructed in 2014, in the middle of the Black Lives Matter movement. Helado Negro took 
it upon himself as a person of color and a musician to use his art as a statement for all people of color 
struggling with their sense of self and loving what makes them unique. In “Young, Latin and Proud,” he 
sings, “And you can only view you \ with what you got \ you don’t have to pretend \ that you got to know 
more \ cause you are young, Latin and proud.” Helado Negro shows in this album why they should be 
proud of their heritage like he is. 
What’s most impressive about Helado Negro on this album is his ability to create completely organic 
sonic atmospheres with almost exclusively electronic sounds. A lot of electronic music can feel cold and 
robotic, but Helado Negro crafts soundscapes that feel mortal and congenial. When the last song ends, 
it feels like you just awoke from a dream so beautiful, you immediately try falling back asleep to enter 
that world again.
Standout song: “We Don’t Have Time For That”
 
 Crying, “Beyond the Fleeting Gales,” released Oct. 14
Crying is the moniker of a power pop-rock band from New York City. This release is its first proper 
album. The band has been slowly mastering its craft for years, and it seems Crying has finally found its 
sound on “Beyond the Fleeting Gales.”
Crying strays away from its standard style on this album, opting for more guitar-driven songs and 
abandoning the chiptune sounds that were the foundation of most of their previous releases.  
This is one of the most fun and upbeat albums released this year. It’s unrelenting, constantly hitting 
the listener with racing guitar melodies and twinkling synthesizers. It would be the perfect soundtrack 
to a sunny, midday cruise through the countryside with all the windows rolled down. 
The guitarist, Ryan Galloway, really showcases his talent on this album, effortlessly playing intricate 
guitar parts at high speeds without missing a note. The vocalist, Elaiza Santos, doesn’t match the intensity 
of the guitars or other instruments, but she fits the band perfectly. Her vocal style is much more shy than 
the boisterous instrumentals surrounding her, but this humbleness keeps the songs grounded. Without 
her gluing everything together, the songs could become overwhelming and unfocused.
The band shows its versatility with more down tempo songs like “Well and Spring.” In this song, Santos’ 
smooth delivery perfectly complements the dreamy synths she sings over. “Well and Spring” is a perfect 
name, because the song acts as a cold drink of water after the sprint the listener endures during the songs 
that precede it. 
Crying has matured drastically between its last release and “Beyond the Fleeting Gales.” Crying also 
has so much room to grow, which makes it a band to look out for in the years to come. 
Standout song: “Wool in the Wash” 
Touché Amoré, “Stage Four,” released Sept. 16
Touché Amoré is a post-hardcore band from Burbank, California, that’s been making music since 2007. 
In 2014, lead singer Jeremy Bolm’s mother tragically died from cancer. This deeply affected Bolm, and 
caused him to write an entire album dedicated to his mother and the inner turmoil generated by her death. 
“Stage Four” is one of the most visceral and hauntingly beautiful albums I’ve ever listened to. It’s not 
an easy or light listen by any means. Bolm’s lyrics force the listener into his head, and make them feel his 
grief, even if they’ve never lost a loved one before. 
Bolm once said, “I don’t open up to people too much in regular life, but when I’m writing songs, I 
want to be as open and as honest as possible.” This becomes obvious as soon as he begins the first song, 
“Flowers and You.” Bolm completely exposes his inner thoughts and emotions on the subject, allowing 
the listener to peer into his mind and see how he handles loss. Bolm’s lyrics aren’t overly convoluted, but 
direct and genuine, making them feel like an unfiltered stream of consciousness.
On the song “New Halloween,” Bolm screams, “Somehow it’s already been a year \ You keep finding 
new ways to make yourself reappear \ I hope you never leave me be \ I haven’t found that courage to 
listen to your last message to me.” The straightforwardness of his writing mixed with his powerful vocal 
delivery makes for a captivating performance. 
The other members of the band do an incredible job of accentuating the feelings Bolm’s trying to impose 
on the listener. The drums on each song are ruthless, pulsating like a racing heartbeat, constantly keeping 
the listener focused on what Bolm’s describing. The heavily distorted guitars play beautiful melodies 
around Bolm’s somber lyrics, producing a striking juxtaposition.
Anyone that has suffered or is currently suffering from loss should listen to this album. Very few bands 
are able to describe the complicated emotions tied to grief in such a discernable and sincere way. “Stage 
Four” can be an emotionally arduous listen at times, but as a whole it’s a very cathartic experience. Touché 
Amoré shows that death is difficult for everyone to handle, and no one should feel ashamed for struggling. 
Standout song: “New Halloween” 
Kevin Painter is a junior geographic science major. Contact Kevin at paintekm@dukes.jmu.edu.
Albums 
under the 
radar
Three great records from rising stars
MOLLOY | Anti-bullying activist also models and appears in commercials
Molloy has had to work long days without proper sleep or food for her career.
from front
Native to Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, Molloy’s been juggling 
school and modeling since she was 14 years old. Just recently, Molloy 
joined the acting world in the upcoming film “Baywatch” and the 
TV film “Killing Regan,” which aired on Oct. 21, as well as acting in 
commercials for Jack’s Hamburgers and a Super Bowl commercial 
for Belk.
“For the hamburger commercial I had to eat 60-70 burgers,” Molloy 
said. “I ate a huge bite out of all these burgers that had paint on them so 
that they would look pretty on camera. I had a spit bucket and it was so 
gross but it was interesting to see all the little things that go in a shoot.”
Working in a demanding industry and far from family and friends, 
Molloy modeled for Swim Week and Italian Vogue while living alone 
in Miami at 17 years old. 
  “You’re out on a beach and it’s four in the morning and you see 
the sunrise,” Molloy said. “It is one thing people don’t realize, is the 
amount of time that goes into modeling. We will work 19-hour, 22-hour 
days. It’s not the most glamorous job people think it is. I mean you 
do get your own hair and makeup crew and trailer, but you definitely 
don’t sleep or eat.”  
Other aspects of Molloy’s life weren’t so glamourous either: for many 
years Molloy was a victim of bullying. Because of her past, she’s now 
an advocate for federalizing an anti-bullying law. 
“I am so grateful that I was bullied,” Molloy said. “I am so grateful 
I was in an abusive relationship and I’m so grateful I had a way out. 
Because all of these things have made me who I am and shown me I 
was meant to go through that to help others come out. So there is a 
purpose for everything that happens in your life, they all happen for 
a reason.”
Working with the attorney general of South Carolina, Molloy 
chose JMU for its proximity to Washington, D.C., so that she could be 
available if called upon by Congress. 
“When you first meet people, you have no idea what their story is,” 
Julie Kasulis, a sophomore justice studies major and friend of Molloy, 
said. “But I think that is all the more reason to be gentle and to love 
people — especially when you don’t know their story.”
With her new book, “Warrior,” to be published within six months, 
Molloy hopes to raise more awareness on the subject of bullying. In 
the book, she draws parallels with other traumatic experiences, like 
sexual assault, that have similar impacts as bullying.
“The cause and the amount of damage, whether physical, sexual or 
mental, is the same amount of damage that leads to the same long-
term effects as bullying,” Molloy said. 
Molloy credits her support system of faith, family and friends for 
her success in life despite all the adversity she’s faced.
“I’m not sure if I know yet where she is going to end up,” John 
Sheehan, a close friend of Molloy and member of the band SonderBlue, 
said. “I’m not sure if she knows yet either. But the point that does 
matter is her curiosity and her hunger going after what she wants.”
With a fresh start as a JMU student, Molloy takes on the role of full-
time student as well as model and actress. Molloy plans to travel to 
New York this coming summer to work more actively in the modeling 
industry. 
“I am very determined to not let modeling slip away,” Molloy 
said. “I think that if you’re super passionate about something and 
you love it, you shouldn’t just give up. I don’t want to give up until 
I’ve literally fallen flat on my face.” 
CONTACT Teresa Cummings at cumminte@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Cole-in-one
COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Senior golfer Ryan Cole takes a swing at the Golfweek Program Challenge. Cole led the team to a third place finish in the weekend event, its first of three top-3 finishes in the fall season.
Dukes enjoy a strong fall season behind Ryan Cole’s steady performance
By KEVIN ROMM
The Breeze
Missing the entire summer due to an to injury made JMU men’s golfer Ryan Cole 
weary of his game heading into this season’s first tournament, but nearly two months 
later he’s shown no signs of rust, as he capped off an impressive fall season with a 
bang by winning the Camden Collegiate Invitational.
Cole led JMU to its first team title of the season, while also individually placing 
first at the tournament. Cole started the final day six strokes behind the leader and 
ultimately climbed his way to the top, winning on the first hole of a sudden-death 
playoff. Cole didn’t expect to reach the winner’s circle so quickly following his injury. 
“Going into the first tournament, I didn’t really know what to expect,” Cole said. 
“But I put in a lot of extra work on the side, so it’s trending in the right direction.”
Cole was unable to prepare before heading to the NCAA National Championships 
in Oregon last spring due to what was believed to be a pulled muscle near his ribs. 
“Doctors had just told him that he pulled a muscle so when we went to Oregon we 
had a plan to treat a muscle injury,” head coach Jeff Forbes said. “What the trainers 
were doing actually made it worse.”
The injury, coupled with one of the toughest courses he faced all season, kept Cole 
far from contention as he finished tied for 132nd, shooting 16-over par. 
“He was having trouble swinging the club,” Forbes said. “The course was set up 
very difficult, so you had to be on your game and firing on all cylinders and he was 
just off.”
Cole said that simply trying to carry his golf bag was painful, leaving swinging an 
even harder burden.
“It was pretty excruciating,” Cole said. “Every shot definitely hurt.”
Cole was on heavy painkillers during the tournament, which Forbes claims to 
have “affected his chipping and putting,” two key aspects of Cole’s game that “he 
relies on to save par.”
After returning from Nationals, an X-ray of Cole’s chest revealed that he’d actually 
sustained costochondritis. According to Mayo Clinic, it’s an inflammation of the 
cartilage that connects a rib to the breastbone, which includes pain that mimics a 
heart attack.
Once diagnosed, Cole was finally able to treat his injury. Rest and rehab allowed 
Cole to begin to feel more like himself.
“I got with a therapist and that started to help the process,” Cole said. “But I 
shouldn’t have gone to Oregon — it just made it so much worse.”
As the fall season began and the time to qualify for the September 11-13 Golfweek 
Program Challenge neared, the status of Cole’s game was uncertain.
“We didn’t really know what was going to happen just because prior to the event 
he didn’t practice much,” Forbes said.
Despite the uncertainty, the reigning Colonial Athletic Association Golfer of the 
Year finished in the top-10 after birdieing three of the final 10 holes. The following 
week, Cole continued to impress as he tied for first at the Janney Invitational. The 
only downfall was that he lost on the sixth hole in a sudden-death playoff to Joey 
Lane of Virginia Tech.
“I got there and I felt OK — maybe a few remnants of what was going on — but 
I just really wasn’t scoring well,” Cole said about the Golfweek tournament. “Then 
the next week I came out and I played just about as well as I could play for 27 holes.”
After the Janney Invitational, Cole continued his momentum for the next two 
tournaments, garnering two more top-10 finishes, tying for eighth in the Golfweek 
Men’s Conference Challenge and finishing sixth at the Mountaineer Intercollegiate. 
Cole wrapped up the fall season with his win in the Camden Collegiate last weekend.
Cole ended the fall season with one first place finish, three top-five finishes, and 
five top-10 finishes, proving his initial pre-season skepticism to be just that. However, 
Forbes attributes his success to the kind of player Cole is.
“He’s a very good player and confidence has a lot to do with it,” Forbes said. “If you 
know you’re a good player, then you’re going to continue to play well, and he’s very 
confident.”
JMU men’s golf’s won’t tee up again until March. In the meantime, Cole says he’ll 
participate in some individual tournaments and “take time to get stronger” for the 
spring season.
CONTACT Kevin Romm at rommke@dukes.jmu.edu.
MEN’S SOCCER
SCOREBOARD
(4-9-3, 3-3-2 CAA) 
LAST WEEK 
WIN vs. Longwood 2-1 (2OT)
WIN at Drexel 2-0
THIS WEEK
WIN vs. UNCW 2-0
WOMEN’S SOCCER
(8-10-0, 5-4-0 CAA) 
LAST WEEK 
WIN vs. UNCW 4-0
LOSS at Hofstra 4-1
THIS WEEK
LOSS at Northeastern 2-1
CAA Tournament: Oct. 30 vs CoC
FIELD HOCKEY
(11-5, 3-2 CAA) 
LAST WEEK 
WIN at Lafayette 3-1
LOSS vs. William & Mary 4-3 (OT)
THIS WEEK
LOSS vs. #7 Louisville 4-2
Oct. 28 at Hofstra
VOLLEYBALL
(14-10, 6-5 CAA) 
LAST WEEK 
LOSS at Delaware 3-2
WIN vs. Northeastern 3-1
WIN vs. Elon 3-1
THIS WEEK 
WIN vs. Hofstra 3-1
Oct. 28 at William & Mary
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
(6-1, 4-0 CAA) 
LAST GAME 
WIN vs. New Hampshire 42-39
THIS WEEK 
Oct. 29 vs. Rhode Island
FOOTBALL
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By JACK FITZPATRICK
The Breeze 
NFL ratings have been on the 
decline so far this season. There’s 
been speculation that people may be 
boycotting the league because of Colin 
Kaepernick’s protests, the recurring 
domestic abuse problems and brain 
injuries that the NFL has tirelessly 
attempted to cover up.
Despite these major problems the 
NFL has to face, it seems like we’re 
all forgetting one major factor that’s 
pulling viewers away from watching 
football.
It’s election season, which means 
there are presidential debates every 
few weeks and major news outlets 
spend countless hours dissecting each 
candidate.
The first debate, which aired at the 
same time as Monday Night Football, 
pulled in a viewership of roughly 84 
million people, according to CNN. That 
same night, it just so happened that the 
ratings for MNF had a sharp decline. 
According to Sports Media Watch, 
MNF had a decline of 41 percent in 
ratings and a 40 percent decrease in 
viewers. 
The second debate, which aired 
at the same time as a Sunday Night 
Football game, reeled in a viewership 
of 63.6 million viewers according to 
Fortune. While that’s a drop from the 
first debate, it still managed to pull 
away potential football consumers. 
That Sunday night game had a rating 
decline of 21 percent and a viewership 
decline of 15 percent. The effect wasn’t 
nearly as drastic as the first debate, but 
it was still enough to put a double digit 
dent in the NFL’s normal stranglehold 
on primetime games. 
Even if there aren’t debates on 
during primetime or even daytime 
matchups, there’s always something 
political to watch. With today’s 24-
hour news cycle, you can always find a 
story about the upcoming election.
According to Politico, Fox News 
was the most watched cable channel 
during the first three months of 2016. 
They managed to surpass ESPN, 
which features MNF, major college 
football games and everyone’s favorite 
highlight sports show, SportsCenter.
It’s just like the Olympics. People 
tune in and try to get all the information 
possible because it’s something that 
only happens every few years. The 
public often forgets about everything 
else and pays attention to just that one 
particular event until it’s run its course.
However, I believe this isn’t what 
the NFL will be like in just a few short 
weeks. Once Nov. 8 rolls around the 
ratings for the NFL will rise once again.
Yes, we do live in the age of digital 
streaming and instant highlights, but 
the game of football has a hold on 
American culture. It’s something a vast 
majority of people and families take 
time out of their Sunday afternoons for 
week after week. The TV is turned on 
to the local football game, and that’s 
something that’ll take a lot more than 
one single election season to change.
The NFL has nothing to worry about. 
They’ve weathered the storm of the 
controversy surrounding the brain 
injuries, as well as repeated domestic 
violence cases against their players. The 
NFL is here to stay, but politics is just 
taking a little bit of attention away from 
them.
CONTACT Jack Fitzpatrick at fitzpajg@
dukes.jmu.edu.
By DANIEL WARE
The Breeze
As much as the league and 
commissioner Roger Goodell wants to 
deny it or blame it on outside factors, 
the NFL’s ratings problem is here and 
it’s not going anywhere.
Once the presidential election 
coverage dies down, the ratings will 
temporarily return to normal levels. 
However, the election ending won’t 
suddenly solve any problems regarding 
the officiating, the quality of play or the 
epidemic of bad quarterbacks.
Officiating has gotten so bad this 
season that announcers are bringing it 
up during broadcasts.
“If we’re looking for reasons why 
TV ratings for the NFL are down all 
over the place, this doesn’t help,” Sean 
McDonough, ESPN Monday Night 
Football announcer, said earlier this 
month. “The way this game has been 
officiated is not something anybody 
wants to watch.”
The increase in the number of flags 
thrown and expanded role of instant 
replay has led to more lengthy game 
interruptions in addition to countless 
commercial breaks during broadcasts.
A key reason fewer people are 
watching the NFL is its problem with 
its most marketable position, the 
quarterback. Quarterbacks young and 
old are struggling or missing time due to 
injury. Carolina Panthers quarterback 
Cam Newton was the league MVP 
last season, but has been a shell of his 
former self this season and has already 
missed time with a concussion.
No. 1 overall pick in the 2016 NFL 
Draft, Los Angeles Rams quarterback 
Jared Goff, came from a spread offense 
at University of California-Berkeley. 
He hasn’t played a down this season 
because he was unprepared for the 
defensive schemes he would be facing 
in games.
Lastly, and perhaps most 
importantly, the league has 
oversaturated the market with games. 
The NFL began experimenting about 
10 years ago with Thursday night games 
and games across the pond in England. 
At the time, it was a novel idea, but now, 
instead of just a couple of each, there 
are Thursday night games every week 
of the season. After having just one 
London game a season from 2007 to 
2012, there are four of such games this 
year. The novelty of the idea isn’t there 
anymore and neither is interest in the 
games.
Also, with the decline in quality of play 
and increase in lackluster quarterbacks, 
there simply aren’t enough marquee 
games on the schedule each week to 
satisfy three primetime slots. Throw 
in bye weeks, in which up to six teams 
don’t play, and there are even fewer 
games. Through the first seven weeks 
of the season, viewership for Thursday 
night games is down 18 percent from 
last year, Sunday night games are down 
19 percent and Monday night games 
are down 24 percent, according to 
Michael Mulvihill, Fox Sports executive 
vice president of research, league 
operations and strategy.
I believe that the election has had a 
negative effect on NFL ratings; it would 
be ignorant not to think so. But, if the 
NFL doesn’t try to do something to 
combat issues under its control, then 
the ratings problem will continue to get 
worse.
CONTACT Daniel Ware at waredt@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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TAKE THE SURVEY.
AFFECT THE FUTURE.
On Oct. 31 you’ll get an email asking 
you to take a survey about sexual 
conduct. The information you share 
will inform university policy. The 
survey is optional and anonymous.
Visit
for more information.
jmu.edu/survey
IT’S COMING.
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Student media awarded
22807, The Breeze, The Bluestone place at journalism conference
The Breeze, The Bluestone and 22807 all received 
awards this past Saturday at the 2016 Associated 
Collegiate Press National College Media Convention 
in Washington, D.C.
22807 magazine’s website, which is produced 
by students in SMAD 421: Feature Magazine 
Production, was named a 2016 Pacemaker winner — 
one of 16 winners in a category with over 130 entries. 
Judges looked for several traits, including “ease 
of navigation, as well as quality of content” in their 
magazine selection, ACP said in a press release. 
“Many of the finalists had solid multimedia projects 
showcasing their online skills — from interactive 
storytelling to podcasts. They also showcased 
strong headline writing, clean articles and engaging 
photography.” 
The Breeze won second place for spot news 
photography for JMU alumnus Daniel Stein’s (’16) 
photo of the wildfire at Shenandoah National Park 
last semester and fourth place for an advertising rate 
card designed by Adrienne Elias.
The Bluestone, JMU’s yearbook, was a finalist for 
the yearbook Pacemaker award.
The Pacemaker is the highest distinction awarded 
at the conference and one of student media’s highest 
honors.
-staff report
TRAIN | JMU students ‘can forget they need to be cautious’
from page 4
and member of Alpha Delta Pi, said. “I live on Greek 
Row and usually the fastest way to get places is to walk 
besides the tracks. There isn’t a lot of lighting and it 
always makes me nervous.”
In an effort to reduce these accidents, Harrisonburg 
has implemented a fine and the possibility of jail 
time for getting too close to the train tracks. In 
Virginia, walking on the tracks without permission is 
trespassing and, depending on the situation, one can 
be charged with either a Class 4, 3 or 1 misdemeanor. 
Class 1 misdemeanors are more serious than Class 
4 or 3. Class 1 misdemeanors could have a maximum 
sentence of 12 months in jail and a fine of up to $2,500, 
while Class 4 misdemeanors have a maximum fine of 
$250. In fact, the only legal and safe place to cross 
train tracks are at designated public crossings such 
as crossbucks or gates. 
Norfolk Southern Railway also partners with 
another organization called Operation Lifesaver to 
improve the public’s awareness of these safety issues 
and train accidents are much more common today 
than people think. According to the Federal Railroad 
Administration, last year there were 967 injuries and 
244 fatalities that occurred at rail crossings. In the 
U.S., every three hours a person or car is hit by a train. 
“Students are so used to interacting with the train 
that they can forget they need to be cautious,” said 
Rachel McDonnell, a JMU alumna (’10) and Norfolk 
Southern representative, said. “People cross the tracks 
wherever they want because it’s more convenient to 
them. But when you have your headphones in or 
aren’t paying attention, you don’t realize how quiet 
the train can be or how fast it’s coming.”
CONTACT Kelly Davis at 
davis4km@dukes.jmu.edu.
SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE
Last year, the Federal Railroad Administration reported 967 injuries and 244 fatalities at railroad crossings. Walking 
along the railroad tracks can result in a Class 4, Class 3 or Class 1 misdemeanor charge depending on the situation.
Update: 
Voter fraud
Five deceased, 14 living 
Virginia residents falsely 
registered to vote
As previously reported by The Breeze, a JMU 
student was allegedly under investigation by 
the FBI for registering deceased Harrisonburg 
residents to vote. 
Out of 19 falsified registrations, five were 
actually from deceased people, according to 
a report by the Daily News-Record. Previous 
reports said that all 19 false registration 
applications were in the names of the 
deceased.
Debbie Logan, Harrisonburg’s director of 
elections, told the city’s electoral board last 
Wednesday that she’d received the names and 
information of the 19 people who were falsely 
registered from the FBI. 
The electoral board voted to remove the 
19 names from voter rolls, and the 14 living 
people who were falsely registered won’t be 
affected. 
The Daily News-Record reported that 
charges will likely be filed, but Logan didn’t 
say who they would be against or if they would 
be state or federal charges. 
-staff report
RISKS | 
‘It’s part of 
our culture ... 
for better or 
for worse’
from page 3
Alex copes with his addiction 
by surrounding himself with 
other sober people and seeking 
spiritual guidance. However, 
he stil l  believes alcohol is 
detrimental to society. 
“It’s part of our culture ... for 
better or for worse,” Alex said. 
“When you look at it objectively, if 
you tallied up everything, alcohol 
should not be legal. From where 
I’m standing, and before the 
prohibition amendment, I would 
[have said], ‘We should make this 
s--- illegal.’ We did that, and it 
made things worse. That’s not a 
solution. So it’s here, it’s here to 
stay, and I think that’s part of life 
in the western world.”
*Name has been changed to 
protect the identity of the speaker
CONTACT T.J. Gouterman 
and Alyssa Miller at 
breezenews@gmail.com. 
DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE
This photograph of the Rocky Mount forest fire was taken by JMU alumnus Daniel Stein (’16) in the April 21 
issue of The Breeze. The photo won second place for spot news photography at a conference last weekend. 
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Apply Now! Visit us at Source4Teachers.com
or call 540-278-1990 to get started.
Source4Teachers is an Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE).
Start Your Career In 
Education. Today.
Exciting substitute opportunities available  
each day throughout Roanoke City  
and Staunton City Schools.
Substitute Positions Available: 
Teachers | Instructional Assistants | Clerical Personnel
Source4Teachers Advantages: 
Flexibility| Training & Support | Competitive Benefits
By BENNETT CONLIN AND MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze
Fresh off a bye week, the No. 8 Dukes (6-1 overall, 4-0 Colonial Athletic Association) are set to host 
the University of Rhode Island (1-7 overall, 0-5 CAA) for JMU’s homecoming game this Saturday. The 
Dukes have won three in a row, most recently taking down the University of New Hampshire 42-39. Up 
north, however, the Rams have been struggling to stay afloat in the CAA. Rhode Island looks to win its 
first conference game of the season when it hits the field at Bridgeforth this weekend. Backed by a loud 
homecoming crowd, JMU will be tasked with maintaining its undefeated record at home.
1. Establish the run game
When it comes to running the football, there isn’t a team in the CAA that can stack up against JMU. 
The Dukes lead the conference with 316 rushing yards per game, nearly 70 yards more than the next 
closest opponent. The running back duo of senior Khalid Abdullah and redshirt junior Cardon Johnson 
have combined for 1,484 yards and 17 touchdowns on the ground so far this season, both of which are 
the highest totals of any running back tandem in the Football Championship Subdivision.
With Rhode Island up next on the schedule, the Dukes are in a good position to continue firing on all 
cylinders. The Rams give up a conference-worst 218.2 rushing yards per game. Last weekend, Rhode 
Island allowed the University of Maine to rush for 201 yards in its 28-21 loss to the Black Bears, itslowest 
mark since Week 5. The Dukes have rushed for less than 201 yards only once the entire season.
“We need to go out there early and jump on them and try and put them away as soon as we can,” 
Abdullah said. “They’ve hung around a lot of teams this year, that is a testament to how hard they play, 
so we can’t keep them hanging around.”
If the Dukes can run out the clock by pushing the ground game, this game could wrap up in a hurry. 
JMU hasn’t been particularly effective at holding onto the ball, averaging only 1:38 more on offense 
than its opponents. Pounding the Rams with the running game, however, would go a long way to 
reversing that trend.
2. Stay out of penalty trouble
JMU has excelled in most aspects of the game this year, except for one: It’s had an issue with 
committing penalties. The Dukes are currently last in the CAA in penalty yards per game, averaging 
64.4. With Rhode Island’s shoddy defense, the best chance for the Rams to stay in the game will be 
self-inflicted wounds from the Dukes. 
“We have to worry about ourselves,” redshirt senior offensive lineman Matt Frank said. “If they are 
going to get chippy after the play, then we just have to let them do that and not be a part of it.”
Rhode Island hasn’t been much more disciplined than JMU this season. The Rams are currently 
eighth in the CAA in penalties, averaging 55.5 penalty yards per game. Rhode Island will have to limit 
its penalties this week if it hopes to upset the CAA’s top team.
3. Win the turnover battle
JMU has been spectacular at holding onto the ball this year. It’s second in the CAA in turnover 
margin, averaging one less turnover per game than its opponents. The Dukes have won the turnover 
battle in five of their first seven games this season. In the team’s lone defeat to the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Dukes were unable to force a single turnover as the UNC offense dominated 
JMU’s defense. 
“Turnovers will be the difference in the ballgame; it was the difference in the ballgame for Rhode 
Island last week,” head coach Mike Houston said.
Rhode Island ranks last in the CAA in turnover margin this season, sporting a minus-1.12 margin. 
In last week’s 28-21 loss to University of Maine, Rhode Island’s redshirt freshman quarterback Jordan 
Vazzano threw five interceptions. On the season, the Rams passing attack has struggled mightily, 
having thrown 13 interceptions to just five touchdown passes. 
JMU has only recorded two interceptions in its last three games after tallying six in its first four 
games of the year. Redshirt senior cornerback Taylor Reynolds and sophomore cornerback Rashad 
Robinson look to get the Dukes’ secondary back on track this week by taking advantage of the mistake-
prone Vazzano.
4. Protect the passer 
For seven games, junior quarterback Bryan Schor has received high praise for his ability to step 
into the spotlight following the departure of former JMU quarterback Vad Lee. Flying under the radar, 
however, has been JMU’s offensive line.
The O-line has conceded just eight sacks on the season, good for the second-best mark in the CAA. 
The big men in the trenches keep improving with conference play intensifying, as the line hasn’t given 
up a sack in three consecutive games. Unsurprisingly, the Dukes are a perfect 3-0 in those games.
While JMU has given Schor plenty of time in the pocket, the Dukes face a stiff test from the Rams’ pass 
rush. Rhode Island is third in the CAA with 15 total sacks on the season, including four at the hands of 
junior defensive lineman Jose Duncan. Three of Duncan’s sacks have come during conference play.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin and Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
Junior quarterback Bryan Schor celebrates with senior running back Khalid Abdullah after a touchdown against Delaware.
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
from front
These retreats aren’t a newfound idea. According to the Star-Telegram, a majority of Football 
Bowl Subdivision teams have been making these weekend excursions for years. Some schools, 
such as Texas Tech University, spend upwards of $84,000 a season on hotel costs out of budget 
for home games. Most Football Championship Subdivision programs have tighter budgets, 
meaning they cannot afford hotel rooms for their players before home games. While this is the 
first season that JMU’s football team has taken advantage of the opportunity, there’s potential 
for the idea to spread to other areas of the athletic program.
“After having watched the impact of it this year for our football program, I see a tremendous 
advantage to” having these retreats, Bourne said. “The weekends are busy on this campus. 
There’s a lot of activity and it would be very difficult for them to get the level of rest they’ve 
gotten this year.”
Does getting away from campus really keep the players focused? So far, the results have 
supported that notion. The Dukes are a perfect 4-0 at home, scoring an average of 52.5 points 
per game while allowing only 18. Even the players are on board with the idea.
“It’s just like a safe haven for the team to go relax, focus on our meetings, eat together and 
stay unified as a team,” Rashard Davis, a senior wide receiver, said.
Staying rested and well fed promotes a healthy approach to game day. While preventing any 
unforeseen factors from affecting their players prior to hitting the field, the coaching staff ensures 
that the Dukes are in the right frame of mind by the time the first whistle blows.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
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HAPPY 
HOMECOMING!
Tailgate Party
Oct. 27|4:30-7:30p.m. | R1 Lot
Pep My Ride
Oct. 27 |5-7p.m. | R1 Lot
Late Night Breakfast
Oct. 27 | 10-12a.m. | E-Hall
Fight Song T-Shirt Day
Oct. 28|12-2p.m.|TDU Commons
Tradition Expedition
Oct. 28 | 3-5p.m. | Campus
HomecomSing
Oct. 28 | 7p.m. | Wilson Hall
JMU Football VS Rhode Island
Oct. 29|3:30p.m.|Bridgeforth Stadium
Homecoming Step Show
Oct. 29 | 8p.m. | Wilson Hall
2016
B A
B Y L O N
SHAWARMA - KABOB -  BAKERY -  DELI -  GROCERY
1435 S. Main St.
Harrsionburg, VA 22801
WE ACCEPT JAC CARDS!
Open everyday from
10am-9pm
TAKE OUT & WE DELIVER
540.638.3950
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